LONE WOLF BLUES COMPANY LLC
HARP TONE+
R

*PATENT-PENDING

ABOUT
The Lone Wolf Harp Tone+ is the answer for those who want a bassier tone, a fat bottom, more depth, for those
who want to keep their vintage amp original and unmodded, those who are tired of trying all of the different
combinations of tube brands and types and those who are tired of chasing that silver bullet mod that promises to
make their amp a great harp amp. The Harp Tone+ really stands out with tongue blockers, chording and train
rhythms, higher keyed harps suddenly have depth you have never heard before.
The Harp Tone+ makes any guitar amp a good harp amp. How? By providing up to 20db of gain to drive bass
frequencies through the low value coupling capacitors. If your amp starts to feedback too early due to the excessive
preamp gain (found in all guitar amps) then by lowering the volume on the Tone+ you can counter that excessive
gain and now turn the amp volume up to a much higher level where the volume control setting will not be as critical
in relation to feedback. Plus, if you have a speaker that is poor on bass response you will not be able to push it
harder with higher-level bass frequencies and bring it to life. How does the Harp Tone+ make any mic a better mic?
The ultra high input impedance, the gain available in the bass frequency range and the volume control that helps
control feedback or add volume whichever your needs are.
SETTINGS
With the controls in the position shown below you basically have the same tone and level as in bypass and you can
increase or decrease the bass and treble frequencies from here as you like as well as lower the volume. When
using the pedal with a typical guitar amp, lower the volume control on the pedal to a point where your amplifier
feedback threshold will be around 8 on the amp’s volume control.
POWER
The Harp Tone+ operates off of a 9v battery or a 9vdc power adapter. The ac adapter requirements are 9V DC with
a minimum 200mA output and a 2.1mm x 5.5mm connector with a negative center and the outer positive. The
battery is switched off when an external power supply is used. The IN jack acts as the ON/OFF switch and the
pedal is “on” as long as there is a cable plugged into the IN jack.

LED
When the LED is on the
effect is in, when it is off
the unit is in bypass
BASS
Clockwise increases bass and
conterclockwise decreases bass
OUTPUT JACK
To amp mic input

FEATURES
1. Bass Control
2. Treble Control
3. Volume Control
STOMP SWITCH
4. True Bypass
Turns the effect on or off
5. 9vdc Input (barrel with negative center)
to a true bypass
6. High Impedance Input
7. Effect ON/OFF LED
8. Reverse voltage polarity protection
9. 5 Year warranty on parts and labor
10. If not satisfied, return within 60 days for a refund of
the purchase price less 4% credit card transaction fee

TREBLE
Clockwise increases treble
and counterclockwise
decreases treble
INPUT JACK
Plug mic in here and
doubles as an on/off
switch

DC POWER PLUG
Requires 9V DC, 200ma or
greater output with a
2.1mm x 5.5mm connector
with a center negative

For more information visit www.lonewolfblues.com

